It didn’t read the book…
Dear John Llewellyn & Ingwelala Team,
We were privileged to be guests at one of the Bungalows (43) during the week of 26 to 31
December, during this visit we witnessed quite an amazing interaction that we would like to
share with you and the other members.
On 29 December, we went out for a late-afternoon/evening drive, with not much about
except for a couple of raptors and some birds during the drive. On our route home around
19:00 we crossed over second crossing (Mermaid) and to our amazement we found a
lioness and her 3 small cubs resting in the riverbed. There were a couple of vehicles already
at the sighting and after a brief view and getting some rather dreary (proof only) photos in
the dying light, we departed due to a looming chance of getting stuck in the riverbed (not
ideal in a lion sighting I might add) and dinner calling we departed the scene and left the
other vehicles and the lions to be.

The next morning, we were up early and departed at about 5:30, knowing exactly where our
first stop would be… Hoping that they were still around the same area, we approached the
crossing slowly and drove past some rocks on the bank of the riverbed and just before
descending into the riverbed, something caught our eye on those same rocks we had just
passed. Turns out this particular rock had a pair of big eyes starting right back at us. We
backed the vehicle up knowing luck was definitely on our side. It was the cubs! We scanned
the area and was unable to locate the lioness assuming this was her hiding spot for her cubs
and she was out looking for something to eat. With the vehicle stationery and the noise
gone the cubs proceeded to have some fun on the rocks, we thought what a sighting
indeed!! They gave us a great view and an overload of cuteness.

After a couple of minutes, we decided to leave them be and give them some more space
and privacy. We crossed the riverbed and positioned ourselves on the opposite bank,
hoping that the lioness might return. Knowing she wouldn’t leave them alone too long.

As we scanned the riverbed and general area, there was not much movement except for the
cubs continuing to playing on the rocks. Suddenly we heard a couple of very low and deep
growls. It didn’t resemble the band-saw like rasping call of a leopard. We knew that his must
be the lioness calling her cubs or letting them know she was enroute. We then notice a catlike figure appearing from the shadows crossing the riverbed towards the cubs. To our
surprise, it was not a lioness but a Leopard!!! Our hearts immediately sank, knowing we
might shortly witness something gut-wrenching and a sighting that very few would actually
want to see should the leopard discover the cubs. To our dismay, it was exactly where the
leopard was heading, straight for the cubs. Our fears confirmed, it had picked up their scent.
We sat watching this scene as the leopard disappeared behind the same rocks the cubs
were hiding on the opposite bank. We were stunned. Impalas and birds started alarm calling
from the same bank, obviously also noticing the leopard. We lost visual of all but one cub
who had crouched down firmly below the rock and lay there motionless. The next minute,
the leopards’ head comes into view, hardly a meter away from the cub! It also started
drizzling, nature somehow adding to the drama are were watching unfold. As if the
impending doom wasn’t bad enough! The leopard staring down at the cub. It felt like an
eternity. Another vehicle joined the sighting and were just as stunned as we were about the
unfolding situation as we briefed them.
The leopard hadn’t moved. Suddenly it looked over its shoulder and in the blink of an eye it
was gone. In complete awe, all we could see the one cub still crouched on our side of the
rock, untouched. There was not a sound from the scene, it was eerily quiet. No signs of a
scuffle or any alteration.
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We scanned endlessly and then to our surprise the leopard had moved away and was scent
marking and spraying a couple of bushes on the opposite river bank, quite a distance from
the cubs’ location. It was certainly in no hurry and went about its business seemingly
unfazed as we watched it as it disappeared as quickly and quietly as it had appeared. Ghosts
of the savannah indeed.

With the rain now coming down in buckets and comfort levels deteriorating fast, we
decided to depart. Knowing at least that one cub had survived the ordeal, still perched
motionless on the rock, we crossed the riverbed towards the scene and could not find any
sign of the other cubs. Not even a grass tuft out of place, no blood, no remains. It didn’t
make sense. Did they find a spot the leopard couldn’t get too? Where did they go? Surely
there would be signs of an altercation should the leopard have harmed them. We returned
in the afternoon and other vehicles advised there was nothing to be seen. The lioness
probably returned and moved them, or those that remained knowing her den had been
discovered and the scent of a leopard looming. Also assuming she would still be around
calling and looking for the cubs should she have been unable to find them where she left
them or possibly mourning if she had discovered their remains?
As we reflected, we were still left wandering of what we had behold that morning. Knowing
that the books and documentaries all say predators will not hesitate to eradicate rivals and
thus eliminate competition at any given opportunity. We are not sure what happened that
the leopard did not kill the cub we could see. It definitely had all the time it needed to do
the dreadful deed (knowing that it is dreadful to us but in nature just part of the circle of
life). We were also not completely sure of its gender. We assumed it to be either an adult
female or an immature albeit independent male as it had no dewlap or usual male stocky
build and the plumbing was not clearly visible either.
Was it distracted by the persistent alarm calls of the other animals? Was it the sheer
thought of a severe beating or fear of being killed by an angry lioness should it be
discovered (as one would put it you never mess with a mother!)? Did it feel pity by the sight
and feeling of helplessness the cubs had displayed?
One will never truly know what had caused the leopard to move on and leave the visible cub
unharmed. All we do know it that it once again proves that nature will never fail to surprise
and go against all we think we know. As a back-up trails guide, this sighting still feels like its
playing out in front of me and I am sure it will for a longtime due to its literature defying
nature. As one of my mentors once put it, we like putting nature in a box with a label stating
this is what you are and this is how you shall behave. Nature then seemingly breaking out of
this box and barrier at every given opportunity and writing its own script. I can confidently
say this leopard indeed did not read the book!
What we can however be very thankful for is that there are still places that we can
experience nature in its truest form and that no one will truly ever know what you will see
next and when nature decides to re-write the script. It would be great if you or any
members could update us if any of the cubs and lioness have been spotted since, it would
be very interesting to know the end outcome!
I hope you, the team and the fellow Ingwelala members have a fantastic 2018 and wish you
all the best in your endeavors. Also hoping the reserve gets some more, much needed rain.
PS. Thanks to Mr G Scheepers (a fellow guest) for his kind courtesy and sharing some of his
photos with me so that I could complete this article and share it with you as I had been so
stuck to my binoculars and taking in this moment that I had hardly got any photos of the
interaction!

Kind Regards,
Andrew Louw

